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Components of a card

Card blankCard blank
Optional front and back paper overlayOptional front and back paper overlay
GlueGlue
ImagesImages



Card blank

““Acid freeAcid free”” for long lifefor long life
Rigid enough to hold up to handlingRigid enough to hold up to handling
Color that complements the imageColor that complements the image
4 ply card stock is a good choice4 ply card stock is a good choice
Cut 1 to 2 inches larger then the finished Cut 1 to 2 inches larger then the finished 
card will be for digital Holmes formatcard will be for digital Holmes format



Front and back overlays

Good quality paperGood quality paper
Thick enough to work withThick enough to work with
Nice Nice ““touchtouch”” when handledwhen handled
Color that complements the imageColor that complements the image
Can be a photograph or an inkjet printCan be a photograph or an inkjet print



Glue

One of the most important parts of the card!One of the most important parts of the card!
Often the most expensiveOften the most expensive
3M PMA 3M PMA 
Spray mountSpray mount
Dry mountDry mount
XyronXyron –– my choicemy choice



Images

4 x 7 or 4 x 7 or ““APSAPS”” format photo printformat photo print
Ink jet printInk jet print
Individual Individual ““chipschips”” cut from photo printcut from photo print
Combination of different printsCombination of different prints



Tools



Preferred tools

1515”” RotaTrimRotaTrim Professional trimmer Professional trimmer -- $250$250
Cuts 4 ply mat boardCuts 4 ply mat board
Very accurateVery accurate

LasscoLassco Model 20 corner rounder / Model 20 corner rounder / ¼”¼” die die -- $150$150
XyronXyron 900 900 -- $70$70
Alignment frame Alignment frame -- $20 for parts$20 for parts
Precision alignment frame Precision alignment frame -- $20 for parts$20 for parts



Xyron machine – Model 900

Archival glueArchival glue
Uniform coating across surfaceUniform coating across surface
Backing sheet and clear overlayBacking sheet and clear overlay
Easy to useEasy to use
Expensive Expensive –– 55 to 75 cents a card but still 55 to 75 cents a card but still 
reasonable reasonable 



The steps to making digital Holmes 
card

Glue up the imagesGlue up the images
Paste them to the backing boardPaste them to the backing board
Cut the card out of the boardCut the card out of the board
Round the card cornersRound the card corners



Place the back and front in the machine at Place the back and front in the machine at 
the same time the same time 



Slowly crank the images through the Slowly crank the images through the 
machinemachine
If you are making more, do them without If you are making more, do them without 
cutting the first onescutting the first ones



Trim images to remove them from the Trim images to remove them from the 
backingbacking
Trimming removes the glue from the edges Trimming removes the glue from the edges 
making it easy to handle the imagesmaking it easy to handle the images



Use a cutting mat Use a cutting mat 
Trim using a Trim using a sharpsharp XactoXacto knifeknife
Use a new blade for each batch of slidesUse a new blade for each batch of slides
Blades are cheap in packs of 100Blades are cheap in packs of 100



Let the paper edge guide the knifeLet the paper edge guide the knife
A light easy stroke is bestA light easy stroke is best
Cut in a smooth single motion per edgeCut in a smooth single motion per edge



Gently remove the backingGently remove the backing
Cut all the cards at the same timeCut all the cards at the same time
Keep the clear overlay in place to protect Keep the clear overlay in place to protect 
the imagethe image



Check the frame to make sure itCheck the frame to make sure it’’s squares square
Put a clean sheet of paper on the framePut a clean sheet of paper on the frame
Always glue board to paper not paper to Always glue board to paper not paper to 
boardboard



Peel the backing off the front image starting at one Peel the backing off the front image starting at one 
cornercorner
Start at the upper left corner to reduce curlingStart at the upper left corner to reduce curling
Hold the card just by one cornerHold the card just by one corner



Place the image on the frame face downPlace the image on the frame face down
Be sure itBe sure it’’s turned the right ways turned the right way



Align the image by gently pulling it into the Align the image by gently pulling it into the 
corner with a fingercorner with a finger
You may need to hold it thereYou may need to hold it there



Place the lower corner of the card against Place the lower corner of the card against 
the corner of the framethe corner of the frame
DonDon’’t let it touch the imaget let it touch the image



Lower the card onto the adhesive gentlyLower the card onto the adhesive gently
Let the card press against the frame edgesLet the card press against the frame edges
Practice this move with plain paper several Practice this move with plain paper several 
timestimes



Press the board firmly against the adhesivePress the board firmly against the adhesive
Make sure the corners are pressed downMake sure the corners are pressed down
You can use a small rollerYou can use a small roller



Remove the card and make sure the edges Remove the card and make sure the edges 
are gluedare glued
Check for stray glue on the frame or paperCheck for stray glue on the frame or paper



Turn the frameTurn the frame
Always do both sides of a cardAlways do both sides of a card



Do the back of the card the same wayDo the back of the card the same way
Make sure the card is turned correctlyMake sure the card is turned correctly



Place the back on the framePlace the back on the frame
Do it just like you did the frontDo it just like you did the front



Hold it in place with one fingerHold it in place with one finger



Place the card on the adhesivePlace the card on the adhesive



Press the card down to set the gluePress the card down to set the glue
Be careful not to damage the front of the Be careful not to damage the front of the 
cardcard



Do several cards at once Do several cards at once 
Stop if you start making mistakesStop if you start making mistakes
Check each card as you make itCheck each card as you make it



The final step is to cut the card out of the The final step is to cut the card out of the 
backingbacking
A good trimmer is essential but you can use A good trimmer is essential but you can use 
a steel ruler and an a steel ruler and an XactoXacto knifeknife



Cut only by pulling the blade toward youCut only by pulling the blade toward you
Remove the card after each cut before Remove the card after each cut before 
moving the blademoving the blade
Take your time and stop if you are tiredTake your time and stop if you are tired



Use a corner rounder to finish the cardUse a corner rounder to finish the card
Small hand held ones will do a few cardsSmall hand held ones will do a few cards
Cards look a lot better with round cornersCards look a lot better with round corners



Round all four cornersRound all four corners
A A LasscoLassco corner rounder is a good corner rounder is a good 
investmentinvestment



Remove the protective film from both sides Remove the protective film from both sides 
of the cardof the card
Inspect it for stray glue or other problemsInspect it for stray glue or other problems



Clean off any dustClean off any dust
Place the card in a sleevePlace the card in a sleeve



The card is doneThe card is done



Now lets make a single chip card

Card can be a simple blank or have a paper Card can be a simple blank or have a paper 
overlayoverlay
We will have both images on one chipWe will have both images on one chip
““look and feellook and feel”” of a traditional card but of a traditional card but 
easier to makeeasier to make



Notch allows card to sit flatNotch allows card to sit flat
Grid lines allow precision Grid lines allow precision 
vertical spacingvertical spacing



Add paper under the card blank until itAdd paper under the card blank until it’’s s 
just at the height of the rulerjust at the height of the ruler



Adjust the ruler until you have the desired Adjust the ruler until you have the desired 
vertical placementvertical placement
Lock down the ruler when itLock down the ruler when it’’s in places in place



Use a ruler to set the horizontal position or Use a ruler to set the horizontal position or 
““eyeballeyeball”” itit



Use a Use a ““PostPost--ItIt”” flag to mark the positionflag to mark the position



Mark both ends the same wayMark both ends the same way
You now have a jig for making this cardYou now have a jig for making this card



Carefully remove the backing from the Carefully remove the backing from the 
glued imageglued image



Put bottom edge of image against the rulerPut bottom edge of image against the ruler
Center between the Center between the ““flagsflags””
Slowly lower it onto the card with a rolling Slowly lower it onto the card with a rolling 
motionmotion



Put a piece of paper over the image and Put a piece of paper over the image and 
press or roll firmly to set the gluepress or roll firmly to set the glue



The card is doneThe card is done
You can make another one with the same You can make another one with the same 
setupsetup



Making a traditional card

Card can be a simple blank or have a paper Card can be a simple blank or have a paper 
overlayoverlay
We will use two chipsWe will use two chips
This is a traditional card but easier to makeThis is a traditional card but easier to make



We make a 4x6 or 4x7 print with both images and We make a 4x6 or 4x7 print with both images and 
cut linescut lines
The window is already set at this pointThe window is already set at this point
Then we glue it up and cut the chips outThen we glue it up and cut the chips out



Place a blank in the alignment framePlace a blank in the alignment frame



Place both chips roughly into positionPlace both chips roughly into position



Set the center spacing on the chipsSet the center spacing on the chips
About 3 inches between near points is goodAbout 3 inches between near points is good
Use the center of the card as the middleUse the center of the card as the middle



Mark the outside edges of the chipsMark the outside edges of the chips
Check the vertical placementCheck the vertical placement



Remove the glue and place both chips using Remove the glue and place both chips using 
the ruler and the flags to position the chipsthe ruler and the flags to position the chips



This is an easy way to merge computer and This is an easy way to merge computer and 
traditional card makingtraditional card making



Last Thoughts

DonDon’’t get upset if you ruin a few cardst get upset if you ruin a few cards
With practice, the process will become fast With practice, the process will become fast 
and easyand easy

Remember this is supposed to be fun!Remember this is supposed to be fun!


